Redesigning Ironing

smart, simple, delightful.

Extreme Steam System:
• Continuous steam for crisp results in a single pass.

• Horizontal burst of steam eliminates the toughest wrinkles.
• Vertical burst of steam easily removes wrinkles from hanging items.
Patented Auto-Lift Technology:
With iTouch, the iron instantly
lowers. Let go, and it automatically lifts above the fabric, to provide:

• Safety: eliminates the risk of accidental burns or the iron
toppling over.
• Efficiency: reduces ironing time by 30%; no steam drift and no
drips.
• Ease of Use: no strain on wrists
or elbows.
Automatic Shut-Off
Shuts iron off if left unused, restarts with a single touch.
Anti-Drip System
Helps prevent spitting and leaking.
Easy Access Fabric Selector
Helps prevent spitting and leaking.
Self-Cleaning
Maintains your iron’s performance with easy flushing.

Detailer Tip

Triple play
Extreme Steam

Easy, no spill
side fill

NEW
Ultra-Premium

3 Touch Activated
continuous steam
delivers crisp-looking r esults
in one easy pass

horizontal burst of st eam
removes the toughest wrinkles
with a single blast

vertical burst of st eam
acts like a handheld st eamer for
curtains, hanging clothes, and
more

Gently touch to lower.

Press and steam.

Patented Auto-Lift system automatically 			
Safer
Stop scorching, accidental tipping and falls, and running
into a hot iron (ouch!). Oliso smart irons’ feet keep the iron
more stable, preventing tipping. The feet raise when you
take away your hand to prevent scorch marks and burning. The horizontal position is better for your arms - no
more nasty run ins with a hot soleplate. No wonder it won
a Home Safety Council Award.

Faster
Get in and out of the laundry room in no time. The Oliso
smart iron saves up to 30% pressing time. Just slide to the
side and keep working.

Safer,
Smarter,
Friendlier
Release and patented
ScorchguardsTM extend.

			

lifts and lowers the iron at your touch.
Ergonomic
No more repetitive lifting, easing strain on wrists and shoulders. Easily fill the water tank from the side. You’ll find the
ease of use of the Oliso smart iron
simply addicting.

Fun
Who knew ironing could be fun? Enjoy the end result of
crisp linens and clothing and enjoy the process too. Think
of it as your laundry assistant that responds to the touch of
your hand. The Oliso smart iron is so friendly, many of our
users have named their irons. What will you name yours?

Oliso TG1050
Smart Iron

Oliso TG1100
Smart Iron

Oliso TG1600
Smart Iron

Everyday Iron

Optimal Steam

Quilters and Sewers

Extra Wide

Extra Wide

Scortchguards
Soleplate

Micro-fine
Stainless steel

Ultra-Premium
Stainless steel

Pro-Press
Stainless steel

Soleplate
Finish

Mirror Glide

Beadblast
Chromium for
increased
durability

Beadblast
Chromium for
increased
durability

Wattage

1600w

1800w

1800w

TouchActivated
steam

•Continous
•Vertical
•Horizontal

Pivoting Power
Cord
Electronic
Temperature
Control
Quad Auto
Shut-Off Safety
Award Winner

Extended 30
minute shut-off

Anti-drip
System
Pointed
Detailer Tip
Side Loading
Water Tank

12.7oz

12.7oz

12.7oz

Weight
(empty)

3.7
lbs

3.7
lbs

3.7
lbs

Cord Length

8’8”

10’8’

12’

Award Winning Design

For more info please contact us at:
(415) 864-7600 or sales@oliso.com

